We suggest a new adiabatic approach for description of three charged particles in the continuum. This approach is based on the CoulombFourier transformation (CFT) of three body Hamiltonian, which allows to develop a scheme, alternative to Born-Oppenheimer one. The approach appears as an expansion of the kernels of corresponding integral transformations in terms of small mass-ratio parameter. To be specific, the results are presented for the system ppe in the continuum. The wave function of a such system is compared with that one which is used for estimation of the rate for triple reaction p + p + e → d + ν, which take place as a step of pp-cycle in the center of the Sun. The problem of microscopic screening for this particular reaction is discussed.
Introduction.
An accurate treatment of three charged particles in the continuum at low relative energies represents till now a very difficult problem which is actual in many areas of physics. Indeed, only some special cases with specific properties of the system has been considered in the literature. In this respect one should mention papers [1, 2] where the asymptotic solution for the three-body wave function has been obtained for configurations when all interparticle distances are much larger of the characteristic size of the system. An alternative limiting case considered in [3] corresponds to configurations where one Jacobi coordinate is much larger than the other one. The near threshold breakup of hydrogen by proton (or electron) studied in [4] is another example of approximative solution of three body Schrödinger equation obtained so far for three charged particles in the continuum.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a new adiabatic expansion for three-body Hamiltonian for the system consisting of one light and two heavy particles. The asymptotic behavior of the wave-function with respect to the coordinate of light particle will be presented in the framework of this new adiabatic expansion. We use the CoulombFourier transform formalism proposed in [5] to make a unitary transformation of the Hamiltonian, which leads to a convenient representation, where, for example, one long-range interactions is eliminated. The known explicit form of eigenfunctions allows us to construct the useful integral representation of interaction potentials for transformed Hamiltonian. The important feature of this representation for potentials is the appearance of universal integral with the integrand containing the exponential factor, proportional to square root of mass ratio τ ∼ m e /m p of light (electron) and heavy (proton) particles. The natural power series in τ of this integral then generate power series representation of the transformed Hamiltonian what is the basis for our new variant of adiabatic representation of the problem. As the first stage, in this paper we study the solution of the problem taking into account terms up to O(τ 2 ) order.
The paper is organized as following. Section 2 plays the central role and includes formulation of the problem, description of necessary portions of Coulomb-Fourier transformation. Here we give as exact formulas for CF transformed Hamiltonian for ppe system as well as derive the expansion of matrix elements of the Hamiltonian and wave function as power series in τ 2 . Some technical details concerning evaluation of singular integrals from the main tex is placed in Appendix. Third section contains application of approximation for three-body wave function obtained in Section 2 to description of some reactions of pp cycle. Short conclusion summarizes the paper.
In the paper we use units such thath = c = 1, for the unit electric charge the symbol e is used. Three-dimensional vectors are denoted by x, y, k, p... and its modules and respective unite vectors by x, y, k, p... and byx,ŷ,k,p... . Sometimes we combine pairs of three-dimensional vectors in six-dimensional ones as X = {x, y}, P = {k, p}. The Hilbert space of functions depending on vectors X which in our paper play the role of configuration space vectors will be denoted as H and the Hilbert spaceĤ will be associated with function depending on momentum variables P.
Adiabatic expansion for three-body Hamiltonian and solution
The ppe system where p is proton and e is electron with masses m p and m e (m p ≫ m e ) respectively is considered. Number 1 we assign to electron whereas 2 and 3 to protons. The Hamiltonian of the system in the center of mass frame using mass-renormalized Jacobi coordinates can be written in the form
Here V s (x 1 ) is a short-range potential describing strong pp interaction. Mass-renormalized charge factors n i are defined by the formulas n i = e j e k 2µ jk , where e 1 = −e, e 2 = e 3 = e are electron and protons charges and µ ij stands for reduced mass of a pair of particles ij, i.e. µ ij = m i m j /(m i + m j ). Introducing proton and electron masses into this formula we get µ 23 = m p /2, µ 31 = m e m p /(m e + m p ), µ 12 = µ 31 . Before proceed further, let us make three clarifying comments. First, throughout the paper we systematically use a convention that indices of any pair of particles ij are considered as a part of triad ijk which itself is a cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3. Second, let us recall that mass-renormalized Jacobi set x i , y i is defined in such a way that the vector x i up to the factor 2µ jk is proportional to the relative position vector of particles j and k and the vector y i is the position vector of particle i with respect to the center of mass of corresponding twobody sybsystem. There are three possible sets x i , y i , i = 1, 2, 3 and different sets are related to each other by kinematic rotation relations
with coefficients being defined in terms of particle masses by the formulas 
for three particles in the continuum (E > 0). To this end we will construct a special representation. As the basis of this representation we take the eigenfunctions Ψ c0 (X, P), i.e. H c0 Ψ c0 = P 2 Ψ c0 , of the operator
with repulsive (n 1 > 0) Coulomb potential. It is obvious that this eigenfunctions have the form
Here ψ 0 p 1 (y 1 ) = 1 (2π) 3/2 e i p 1 ,y 1 is normalized plane wave and
is the normalized Coulomb wave function. The standard notations for Sommerfeled parameter
and Confluent Hypergeometric function Φ(a, c, z) have been used. The representation which we call Coulomb-Fourier (CF) one is generated by the transform [5] G(X) = F cĜ = dP Ψ c0 (X, P)Ĝ(P).
The integral operator F c transforms the Hilbert spaceĤ of functions depending on momentum variables P into Hilbert space H of functions depending on coordinates. Note that in the limiting case n 1 = 0 the F c operator is reduced to the standard inverse Fourier transform which connects conventional momentum space and configuration space representations. The Hilbert space adjoint F † c acts from H toĤ and for the pair F c and F † c the unitarity properties hold
which are just the operator form of the orthogonality and completeness of eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H c0 .
In the Schrödinger equation in CF representation described abovê
the CF transformed HamiltonianĤ = F † c HF c appears now as integral operator with the kernel (matrix elements)
operating on CF-transformed wave functionΨ(P). Here the first term corresponds to kinetic energy operatorĤ 0 = k 2 1 + p 2 1 , in the second termv s stands for the CF-transformed short-range pp interaction potentialv
where * means the complex conjugation, and W j are Coulomb potentials n j /x j in CF representation. Let us notice, that the contribution from n 1 /x 1 potential has been eliminated by CF transform. The functions W j (P, P ′ ), j = 2, 3 have the following structure
is the familiar Fourier transform of Coulomb potential n j /x j and the functions L j (P, P ′ ), j = 2, 3 are given by the integrals
The parameters τ j , j = 2, 3, have the kinematical origin and are represented in terms of kinematic rotation matrix elements (1) as
Noting that τ 3 = −τ 2 which is the consequence of equality of heavy particles (protons) masses and using definitions (2) and the fact that m e ≪ m p we get
what shows that τ j are small. This allows us to expand the exponential factor in the integrand of (8) and obtain in general case the expression
which are independent on j. This last fact and the property τ 3 = −τ 2 leads us to the following expansion for the sum of the CF transformed Coulomb potentials W 2 + W 3 , which contains only even power terms
where we have introduced parameter τ = |τ 2 |. The quantityv c ef f (p 1 , p ′ 1 ) stands for the Coulomb potential corresponding to interaction between electron and effective particle with the charge 2e and the mass 2m p and has the formv
with n ef f = −2e 2 √ 2m e ∼ −2e 2 2 me2mp me+2mp .
Inserting formula (11) into (7) we arrive at the representation of the CF-transformed HamiltonianĤ which plays a central role in the solution of the problem
The kernels of operators involved in (13) read
) and
where in the last case we have factored out the small parameter τ 2 to show explicitly that the last term in (13) is as small as τ 2 . The structure of the Hamiltonian (13) suggests now the natural perturbative scheme for solution of Schrödinger equation (6) . Let us represent the wave-functionΨ as power series in τ 2
then inserting (16) into (6) one immediately gets the recursive set of equations forΨ k , i.e.
The scheme (17, 18) has a remarkable property, namely, the solution of the three-body problem in framework of this scheme can be obtained in terms of solutions of two-body problems. Indeed, equation (17) allows the separation of variables, so that its solution is reduced to the solution of respective two-body equations, at the same time the solution of inhomogeneous equations (18) can be obtained in terms of Green's function of the operatorĤ 0 +V s +V c ef f which can be constructed from two-body Green's functions due to separability of variables.
For the specific case of three particles in the continuum we are considering the solution scheme outlined above yields the following results. The solution of the first equation (17) readŝ
where (4) when n = n ef f and replacing k in 1 , x 1 by p in 1 , y 1 , respectively. The term ψ
is the scattering solution to the two-body Schrödinger equation with the potentialv s (k 1 , k ′ 1 ) and is conventionally represented as the solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation
The solutions of inhomogeneous equations (18) are given by recursive formulas starting fromΨ 0 (P, P in )
Here the kernel of the operatorĜ s,ef
is represented through two-body Green's functionsĝ s for potentialv s andĝ c ef f for potentialv c ef f by the counter integral
with counter C encircling the cut ofĝ s in anticlockwise direction. So that, we have constructed the formal solution to the CF transformed Schrödinger equation (6) for the system ppe in the continuum.
The configuration space wave function which obeys (3) can be obtained fromΨ by CF transform (5) Ψ(X, P in ) = dPΨ c0 (X, P)Ψ(P, P in ).
Now one can see, that the structure of our solution (16) and respective series in τ 2 for Ψ(X, P in ) generated from (22) by (16) and the structure of the representation for the Hamiltonian (13) outline the framework of our approach as an alternative to Born-Oppenheimer one. It is worth mentioning here, that the formalism given above is rather general and with minor evident modifications is applicable for the three charged particle systems for the case of different masses when the mass of one particle is significantly smaller than the masses of others.
Before proceed further, let us give some explicit formulas for approximation to the wave function Ψ(X, P in ) generated by our complete formal solution which we will use in the next Section discussing some astrophysical reactions. Introducing (19) and (21) into (22) we get
where ψ
and Ψ 2 (X, P in ) is given by transform (22) ofΨ 2 calculated througĥ Ψ 0 from (19) by formulâ
The complete investigation of properties of the solutions to (17,18) is out of the scope of this paper and will be made elsewhere. Below in this section, we consider two points which plays the key role for the formalism, namely the singular structure of operatorŴ and the structure of correction termΨ 2 (and consequently Ψ 2 ) which possesses the most important properties specific for all correction termsΨ 2l . The kernels of the operatorsŴ (l) in (15) are given in terms of singular integrals (10) . These integrals obviously can be computed in terms of distributions (generalized functions) as it could be seen from (10) in the trivial case l = 0 which yields L (0) (P,
The general case of arbitrary l in (10) is considered in the Appendix where it is shown that the most singular part of the integral L l (P, P ′ ) has the form
Here and in what follows we omit subscript 1 from definition of momentums and coordinates using, for instance, k instead of k 1 and so ones. Delta-function δ(k,k ′ ) on unit sphere S 2 = {k : k = 1} and l-th derivative of delta-function δ (l) (k − k ′ ) are defined by
The function L (l) (k, k ′ ) being a smooth function of k and k ′ for l-even has the form
Above formulas for L (l) (P, P ′ ) can be used to compute the action ofŴ (2) 
where
and
Both integrals I j are singular distributions. To make its structure more transparent let us find its most singular parts. For the first integral it means leaving in the integrand the most singular part of ψ
For the second integral, it is useful to make a linear change of variables to get
and then using Fourier transform forψ ce p in (p) rewrite this integral as
Here the function D(y,k) is given by
In the Appendix it is shown that the main singular part of D(y,k) is proportional to delta-function, i.e.
The latter gives for the integral I 2 (p, p in )
Now, inserting formulas given above in (24) we can represent the correction termΨ 2 as the integral
This general formula can be simplified if we take instead of full Green's functionĝ s (k, k ′ , ζ) its main singular part which is Green's function of the two-body kinetic energy operator δ(k − k ′ )(k 2 − ζ) −1 . This case in fact has the particular physical sense, since taking into account that we left only delta-function forψ + s the resulting approximation is exactly equivalent to the neglect of the short-range potential V s from the very beginning. Formula (30) is transformed in this case tô
The configuration space representation for Ψ 2 which can be obtained from formula (22) is reduced now to the integral
Final form for this integral follows immediately from delta-functional factors of I 1 and reads
This formula describes the correction term Ψ 2 for the ppe system when strong pp interaction is neglected and at the same time is approximation to the term Ψ 2 in the general case. The formula (32) is useful for constructing the coordinate asymptotics of Ψ 2 (X, P in ) as y → ∞. One needs to use well known coordinate asymptotics of Coulomb Green's function as y → ∞ and y ′ is bound
which can be found for instance in [7] . This asymptotic formula gives the following asymptotics of Ψ 2 (X, P in )
where the amplitude A has the explicit form
Here by O y k in p in we have denoted terms corresponding to derivatives of exponential factor in (32). The order of this terms shows the range of validity of the asymptotics (33), i.e. y k in p in has to be small, what in terms of masses must be equivalent to the fact that yτ 2 has to be small. Let us emphasize that all treatment above devoted to consideration of three body charged particles at kinetic energies, comparable with corresponding potential energy, which means that Coulomb interactions are essential. In this situation for the systems, consisting from heavy and light particles, one can develop the adiabatic description, which actually means smallnes of momentums of heavy and light particles ratio k in p in . This smallnes obviously appear due to the small mass ratio parameter τ , introduced above.
Therefore in each fixed order of expansion in small parameter τ one should neglect also by all terms, proportional to the ratio k in p in .
Astrophysical Examples
Now let us discuss ways of describing some reactions of the pp-cycle on the Sun, which can be done on the ground of 3-body wave function given by (23). In other words, we will consider situations when in the initial state the system consists of three charged particles in the continuum and the mass of one of them is much smaller than other masses.
The first example gives the reaction
considered in [6] . As it follows from the form of the main term in the right hand side of (23), with very good accuracy we have separation of the Jacobi coordinates in the wave function of the initial state for the reaction (34). This means that the rate of three-body process (34) can be expressed in terms of a binary process
This is just the main result of paper [6] . Now it becomes clear that the physical background of the above result from the point of view of the few-body theory consists in two points: a) the system has two heavy and one light particle such that the parameter m M ≪ 1 and therefore one can neglect the second term in the right-hand side of (23).
b) heavy particles are slow enough to neglect higher partial waves in their relative motion. One should emphasize that free "effective charge of the initial nuclear system" Z, introduced in [6] , can now be fixed to value Z = 2 which is supported by the structure of (23).
Let us consider another example of 3-body initial state
which can produce 8 Be or 7 Li nuclei via the following reactions
First, from the previous discussion one can see that due to different masses of heavy particles in this case the contribution from the linear term τ is nonzero in contrast to the p + p + e system, and this contribution should be estimated.
If the electron in state (36) is in the continuum, then again due to the separation of Jacobi coordinate in the first term of (23) the rate of the proton capture from the initial three-body state (36) can be expressed via the rate of the binary reaction p + 7 Be → 8 B + γ.
However, the rate of the electron capture from the initial threebody state (36), as it follows from (23), (modified for the state (36)), will be defined by the Coulomb wave function of the electron moving in the Coulomb field with the charge Z = 5 instead of Z = 4 for the capture from the two-body state 7 Be+e. This means that the production rate of 7 Li from the three-body state (36) cannot be expressed via the binary (e+ 7 Be→ 7 Li+ν) reaction rate. Roughly speaking, the ratio of these rates will be proportional to the ratio of the corresponding electron Coulomb functions at energy in the center of the Sun E s . In other words,
Now let us discuss the problem of screening of the Coulomb interaction between two protons for the system p + p + e. We restrict ourselves by lowest order in the ratio m e /m p for the three-body wave function, i.e. consider only first term in the (23). It is evident, that the screening effect in this approximation appears due to the electronic wave function ψ c (p, y), where y = 4memp me+2mp R 2 + r , R being the distance between protons and r being the distance between electron and one of the protons. Taking the asymptotics of this function in the region where R ≫ r, one can see that the Coulomb phases of pp wave function and electronic wave function can cancel each other for the specific configurations of initial momentums k and p of threebody system under consideration. Hence the resulting motion of two protons in this configuration would be described by plane wave, which means the total screening effect.
Conclusion
In conclusion we emphasize, that the CF-transformed three-body Hamiltonian (13) for the system of two heavy and one light particles can be used for realization of adiabatic expansion which is alternative to the Born-Oppenheimer one. This approach allows to treat screening effects on the microscopic level. In astrophysical examples it was shown, that in the lowest order of small parameter τ , it is possible for some reactions only express rates of 3-body processes in terms of binary ones.
Appendix
In this section we give a brief description of evaluation stages of integrals L (l) (P, P ′ ) and D(y,k) which are defined as 
In these equations, θ and φ are spherical angles and t = 1 − cos θ. In the sense of distribution it means that s c (k,x,k) = e 2iσ 0 δ(x, k) + ...
The integral from (37) for λ = 0 can be calculated by following procedure, inserting (39) into the integral, leaving the main singular part of s c from (41), and using the formula [10] ∞ 0 dx x ia e ±itx−λx = e ±iπ/2∓πa/2 Γ(1 + ia) (t ± iλ) 1+ia .
one arrives at
It remains to evaluate the λ → 0 limit, which can be done by means of the following representation which one can verify by straightforward calculations dt g (n−1) (t) (t ± i0) 1+iµ .
Using symbolic notations and leaving explicitly only main singular part 1 (t ± i0) n+iµ = Γ(1 + iµ) Γ(n + iµ) iµ −1 (−1) n−1 δ (n−1) (t) 1 − e ±πµ + ...
we arrive finally at the formula (25) given in the main text. By very similar way the integral (38) can be evaluated, i.e. usage of (40)which is at the same time the asymptotics of plane wave as q → ∞ helps to calculate the integral overq and then the radial integral over q gives D(y,k, λ) = 1 (2π) 3/2 8πλ ŷ,k 2 (y 2 + λ 2 ) 2 .
The λ → +0 limit is now straightforward lim λ→+0 D(y,k, λ) = 1 3(2π) 3/2 δ(y).
